Fabric Requirements

1 SLICE (48 –10” triangles)
Color 1..... 9900-261
Color 2..... 9900-262
Color 3..... 9900-263
Color 4..... 9900-265
Color 5..... 9900-266
Color 6..... 9900-267
Color 7..... 9900-268
Color 8..... 9900-269
Color 9..... 9900-270
Color 10.... 9900-271
Color 11.... 9900-283
Color 12.... 9900-284

Fabric 1 – Background (9900-236) 2¾ yds.
Fabric 2 – White (9900-98) ¾ yd.
Fabric 3 – Binding (9900-266) ¾ yd.

Also Needed:
¾ yard of 22” – 24” fusible web (we used Steam a Seam 2 (5424)
Backing 5 yds. – pieced across

Cutting

FABRIC 1
First cut 2 – 10”xWOF strips
Subcut 8 – 10”x10” squares cut once diagonally for flying geese
Then clip and tear away selvages from remaining fabric.
Trim fabric to measure 42”x72¼” for background.

FABRIC 2
Cut 1 – 1¼”xWOF strip for anchor "rope"
Use remaining fabric for anchor

FABRIC 3
Cut 8 – 2½”xWOF strips for binding

Construction

FLYING GEES

Make 2 each of the following color combinations using the pre-cut triangles and the 16 background triangles to make 16 flying geese
Sets. Press seam toward the darker fabric. Refer to diagram for color placement and piecing order. Refer to arrows for pressing direction for sets.

Set 1..... (2) Bkgd/ Color 2
Set 2..... (2) Bkgd/ Color 3
Set 3..... (2) Bkgd/ Color 5
Set 4..... (2) Bkgd/ Color 4
Set 5..... (2) Color 2/Color 1
Set 6..... (2) Color 3/Color 8
Set 7..... (2) Color 5/Color 6
Set 8..... (2) Color 4/Color 11
Set 9..... (2) Color 1/Color 10
Set 10.... (2) Color 8/Color 9
Set 11.... (2) Color 6/Color 7
Set 12.... (2) Color 11/Color 12
Set 13.... (2) Bkgd/ Color 10
Set 14.... (2) Bkgd/ Color 9
Set 15.... (2) Bkgd/ Color 7
Set 16.... (2) Bkgd/ Color 12

Make 2 half square triangle units

Make 1 Flying Geese Set

Make a total of 16 Sets

ANCHOR AND “ROPE”

1. Fold 1½”xWOF strip in half lengthwise. Stitch edges together
   using a scant ¼” seam.

2. Roll seam allowance to back of sewn tube. Press. See diagram.

3. Trace anchor onto fusible web.

4. Fuse to Fabric 2 following manufacturer’s instructions. Cut out anchor shape.
Assembly

Sew the flying geese section to the long side of the 42” x 72½” dark blue rectangle. Be sure to pin at the beginning and end and match the middle of the geese section to the middle of the dark blue. Ease between the pins. Press toward the blue section.

Add Anchor and “Rope”
Refer to quilt image and position anchor “rope” on quilt top. Pin as you go. Bottom end of “rope” should extend 1¼” beyond the background flying geese section seam (top of the anchor will cover open end of rope). Top end of “rope” should be even with the top of the quilt. Trim as needed.

Stitch “rope” to quilt top using a narrow zig zag stitch or a blind hem stitch.

Following manufacturers directions fuse prepared anchor into place. Be sure to cover open end of “rope” with the top of the anchor. Finish with a narrow zig zag stitch or other decorative stitches.

Finishing

Using a diagonal seam, join the 8 – 2½”xWOF strips end to end. Press seams open. Fold prepared strip in half wrong sides together and press to make the binding.

Layer, Quilt and Bind

Make a Splash

Template is full size. Place dotted line on fold and trace. Template does not include seam allowance

What do you get when you cut a layercake in half diagonally?

MODA

A SLICE

DELICIOUS 10" TRIANGLES
MEET OUR NEWEST PRE-CUT READY TO BRING NEW AND UNIQUE STYLE TO YOUR NEXT PROJECT